
500.000.000 angle valves.
200 product versions.
65 years of experience.

The original »Made in Germany«.

Angle valves and appliance connection fittings 
from Europe’s market- and quality leader: SCHELL.
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There are many reasons which speak for SCHELL’s brand 

quality. The most impressive reason: more than 500 million 

installed angle valves und appliance connection fittings 

are the best proof that craftsmen, designers and 

architects have been relying on Europe’s No. 1 and on 

quality »Made in Germany« for generations.

Convince yourself.

5 Good reasons for 
brand quality from 
Europe’s No. 1



1
Our name stands for “health responsibility”. Therefore, 

meeting the highest hygiene standards for drinking and 

process water is a matter of course for us. For example, when 

manufacturing our products we only use materials suitable 

for drinking water. Nickel and lead contamination in drinking 

water due to inferior brass alloys? Not a trace with SCHELL. 

And by means of our solutions, such as our sampling angle 

valves for checking drinking water or our innovative HyTwin 

system, we provide everything which you can expect from 

a manufacturer of high-quality hygiene systems.

 
Maximum 
drinking water hygiene.

SCHELL only uses 
materials suitable for 
drinking water.



2
Uncompromising quality pays off, especially regarding 

assembly and operation. Smart features, such as the pre-

assembled thread beading, the self-sealing connection 

thread ASAG easy, the double O-ring seal, the grease 

chamber or the cone compression connection with length 

compensation, enable an especially quick and safe 

assembly – as well as extra easy operation even after years 

of use. All these factors make our angle valves and 

appliance connection fittings practically maintenance-free.

Simple installation, 
operation and maintenance.

Can be carried out without using tools or switching off the central 
water supply: the cleaning or the replacing of the angle valve filter. 

Prevents the sealant from slipping: 
the pre-assembled beading.

Patented: the self-sealing 
connection thread ASAG easy.
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Sustainability & 
long service life.

Our angle valves and appliance connection fittings are also 

exemplary regarding their sustainability and long service life. 

Not only do they save up to 40% water due to innovative 

design solutions, but they also guarantee a fine adjustment 

of cold and warm water. This means that no warm water 

is wasted and, as a result, there are also no unnecessary 

CO2 emissions, which damage the environment. Once 

installed, SCHELL products have always boasted a long 

service life, thanks to selected and high-quality materials. 

For generations. 

Guarantees the brass spindle’s
easy movement for decades: 
the grease chamber. 



4
The right quality, the right technology, the right choice. 

And the design? That is right, too! Because our products 

are also visually appealing. How do you benefit? From 

the assurance that SCHELL can provide the right design 

solution for every interior and every taste.

Appealing design.

Example QUAD design angle valve 



5
When it comes to angle valves and appliance connection 

fittings, SCHELL, with its more than 200 product 

versions, can offer you a product range which has an 

unrivalled extent. Solutions with filter function or 

backflow preventers, flow restrictors or sampling valves, 

whether lockable or with an inclined seat, and many 

more – SCHELL can always provide you with a product 

which meets your individual requirements and wishes.

A wide product range 
which is unrivalled.
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A convincing number. 
More than 500 million installed SCHELL angle valves and 

appliance connection fittings  »Made in Germany« – this is the 

situation 65 years after installing the first SCHELL angle valve. 

Since then many more SCHELL solutions have been added.

The question remains however: When will your installation be 

one of the more than 500 million?
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SCHELL GmbH & Co. KG
Armaturentechnologie
Raiffeisenstraße 31
57462 Olpe
Germany
Tel. +49 2761 892-0
Fax +49 2761 892-199
info@schell.eu
www.schell.eu


